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ABSTRACT 

The aim of the research was to evaluate students' reading patterns and how they 
affected their academic success. The research was carried out in the Khandwa 
District of Nimar's Eastern Region. The data was gathered using a questionnaire. The 
obtained data was quantitatively studied using the Statistical Package for Social 
Science (SPSS).The findings were presented in the form of graphs and charts. 100 of 
the 150 questionnaires circulated were filled and returned, accounting for 95.0 
percent of the total. The results revealed that while the majority of respondents 
recognize the value of reading, 81.9 percent of respondents have not read a book or 
a piece of fiction in the last two semesters, and 62.0 percent of respondents still read 
to pass an exam.The study found that reading habits have an impact on academic 
success and that there is a connection between reading habits and academic 
achievement. The study suggested, among other things, that lecturers avoid handing 
out handouts to students and instead allow them to use the library for studying, and 
that the new method of grading students be reconsidered in terms of grading 
formulae. 

Keywords: Reading Habbits, Use of Library Material, Knowledge Management 

1. INTRODUCTION
 Reading is an excellent activity to cultivate throughout one's life. Good 

books will educate, inform, and guide you in the right way. There is nothing 
like a decent book to keep you company. Reading exercise is important 
because it benefits your physical health. You enter a whole new universe until 
you begin reading. When you develop a passion for reading practice, you will 
get addicted to it. Reading practice improves grammar and linguistic skills. 
       Readers learn healthy reading habits in addition to practicing reading 
techniques. These habits, including eating every day, can come easily. 
Students would be more willing to take on these tasks if they appreciate that 
it is necessary to adopt this list. Reading is also a good way to unwind and de-
stress. It is important to stretch muscles by reading a decent book for at least 
a few minutes per day in order to maintain proper functioning.  

 Academic Institutions' Reading Preferences 
        Reading is a process-oriented skill that can be practiced. Until 

understanding, it includes the mechanics of the and the combination of other 
organs. When a procedure is repeated repeatedly, it becomes a routine. 
Reading is a good routine to get into because it promotes professional growth 
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and social change in general.

An person organized his reading in a way that suited his preferences in Journal 
of Education. Shen (2006) divides reading into three categories: how much, how 
long, and what a student reads at any given time. 

Many scholars, including Ogbodo (2002), Bhan & Gupta (2010), and Singh 
(2011), have studied reading and how it influences students' academic success. The 
majority of these works, though, are focused on the international community. Few 
studies in Ghana, such as Ward (1997) and Agbezree (2001), were limited to 
primary and secondary education. In light of this, it has become important to 
undertake a similar analysis in Ghana to investigate the impact of reading patterns 
on students' academic success at the tertiary level of education, with a focus on 
Koforidua Polytechnic. 

Reading is a talent that requires you to do something. Before understanding, it 
includes the mechanics of the cortex and a combination of other organs. When you 
do something on a regular basis, it becomes a habit. Reading is beneficial to one's 
professional growth as well as social change in general. Reading habit describes the 
behavior that reflects a preference for certain styles of reading and preferences of 
reading (Chettri and Rout (2013)). This reading is tailored to his preferences. Shen 
(2006) divides reading into three categories: how much, how long, and what a 
student reads at any given time. 

  

2. OBJECTIVES OF THE STUDY  
The study's overall goal is to determine how students' reading patterns 

influence their academic success. 

The below are the specific goals: 

1) To investigate students' reading patterns (styles). 
2) To determine the impact of students' reading patterns on their academic 

success. 
3) To look at what students read while they go to the library. 
4) To figure out why students want to learn. 

 

3. LITERATURE REVIEW  
According to Guthrie et al. (2007), "reading" is the process of extracting 

information from printed or written texts, which is the foundation for learning and 
one of the most essential skills in daily life.. 

(Issa et al 2012) go on to say that reading is commonly synonymous with books 
and only written words can fully describe the process of reading. It means that a 
person can use reading to create or repair objects, enjoy stories, learn about other 
people's views, and grow their own ideas or beliefs. As a result, reading gives us 
access to all types of knowledge that we need to survive and expand on a daily basis. 

Reading for pleasure or relaxing is a popular pastime among the educated elite. 
People who work for a living spend their days in offices attempting to fix issues 
related to their careers. When they get home from college, they usually want to read 
something fresh and interesting, so they read novels, journals, and other written 
materials. Instead of reading textbooks all of the time, students should be allowed 
to read magazines. Students who read magazines at regular intervals learn to relax, 
calm their brains, and prevent emotional exhaustion, as well as maintain a 
disciplined school life. 
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4. METHODOLOGY  
Data was collected using a survey method using a questionnaire. With the help 

of qualified researchers, copies of the questionnaire were distributed to Khandwa 
students during lecture hours. The district covers 6206 km2 and has a population of 
1,310,061 people (2011 census). Khandwa District is part of the Nimar province, 
which includes Kherkhali, the Narmada River's lower valley. The Narmada River 
forms part of the district's northern border, while the Satpura Range forms the 
district's southern boundary. Burhanpur District is located in the Tapti River's basin 
to the south. The Satpuras Pass, which connects Khandwa and Burhanpur, is one of 
the major roads linking the north and south. 

The questionnaire was pilot-tested on a comparable but smaller study group 
from a neighboring college during the second year of the 2020/2021 academic year 
to enhance the testing instrument's reliability and validity. The data was first 
registered on data sheets and then manually entered into the machine. They are 
calculated using the Excel program. The use of percentages is used to interpret the 
overall results. One hundred copies of the questionnaire were filled and returned 
out of a total of 152 copies released, reflecting a response rate of 95.0 percent. 

 

Table 1 Times Spent on Reading 

Reading Time No. of. Respondents Percentage 

Less than 1 hour 65 65% 

1-3 hours 25 25% 

4-6 hours 10 10% 

Total 100 100% 

 

 
Figure 1 
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Table 1 shows how much time was spent reading books and other reading 
content. 65 percent of respondents said they read for less than an hour, 25 percent 
said they read for 1-3 hours, and ten percent said they read for 3-6 hours. 

 

Table 2 Purpose of reading books 

Purpose of reading books  No. Of Students Percentage  

Self expression  63 63% 

Learn new things  15 15% 

Imagination of things  22 22% 

Total  100 100 

 

 
Figure 2 

 

According to Figure 2, 62.1 percent of total respondents said reading a book or 
fiction helps them express themselves better, 14.9 percent said it helps them 
discover new ideas, 10.1 percent said it helps them imagine new things, 23 percent 
said it complements their research, and 4.0 percent said it prevents them from 
getting bored. The majority of the respondents seemed to believe that reading a 
book or fiction allows them to articulate themselves effectively. 

 

Table 3 

Types of material  Daily Weekly Once a month Once a year 
Bestsellers 41.0 30.5 22 6.5 
Motivational books 55.5 26.0 3.0 3.0 
Novels 53.5     14.5                                                                 3.5 6.5 
Informational books   45.0%   29.5 20.0 6.0 
Special books  65.0% 25% 9% 0.5% 
Textbooks from various fields 62 28.5 8.5 1.0 

https://www.granthaalayahpublication.org/ojs-sys/index.php/ijoest/
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Figure 3 

 

Table 3 depicted the reading patterns of Khandwa district college students. 
According to the index, 62 percent of students claim to enjoy reading textbooks from 
various fields on a regular basis, 28.5 percent claim to enjoy reading textbooks from 
various fields on weekends, 8.5 percent claim to read textbooks from various fields 
once a month, and 1.0 percent claim to read textbooks from various fields once a 
year.In addition, 41.0 percent of respondents said they read bestsellers from novels 
and other prose works on a regular basis. 30.5 percent of college students said they 
enjoy reading bestsellers from novels and other prose works on weekends; 22.0 
percent of college students said they enjoy reading bestsellers from novels and 
other prose works once a month; and 6.5 percent of college students said they enjoy 
reading bestsellers from novels and other works once a year. 

Similarly, 55.5 percent of College students read motivational books on a regular 
basis, 26.0 percent read motivational books once a week, and 3.0 percent read 
motivational books once a year. In addition, 53.5 percent of College students enjoy 
reading novels on weekends, 14.5 percent enjoy reading novels once a month, and 
3.5 percent enjoy reading novels once a year, according to the index. In addition, 
45.0 percent of college students said they enjoy reading information books on a 
regular basis, and 29.0 percent said they enjoy reading information books on 
weekends. Once a month, 20.0 percent enjoy reading biographies, and once a year, 
6.0 percent enjoy reading knowledge books. Table 3 also revealed that 65.5 percent 
of college students enjoy reading books in their fields of study on a regular basis, 
25.0 percent enjoy reading books in their fields of study on a weekly basis, 9.0 
percent enjoy reading books in their fields of study once a month, and 0.5 percent 
enjoy reading books in their fields of study once a year. 

 

5. CONCLUSION 
Students should be taught to create a program that includes a variety of 

learning experiences. Reading has long been a hobby with great personalities 
throughout history. This aided in the preservation, posterity, and transmission of 
information through centuries. As a result, one's reading habit has an effect on one's 
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personal growth as well as social advancement in general. Reading on a regular and 
systematic basis sharpens the mind, refines the passions, elevates flavors, and gives 
us a new perspective on life. To put it another way, it prepares an individual to 
participate effectively in social, religious, educational, and political life. Reading 
stimulates a person's creativity by giving them new eyesight and new wisdom. 
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